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Step Down

Failure to gain consent for donation is 
easily the biggest  single step down in 
loss of potential donors

Consent has remained resolutely 
unchanged 

64.5% for DBD
50.8% for DCD (2010 - 2011)

Improving consent to 80% would, 
without any further improvement  
elsewhere, achieve the task force goal



Why do families say no?

Common themes are found

Some amenable to 
intervention  at time of 
request so called 
modifiable factors

Less well understood grief 
reactions are important

Sacrifice
Guardianship of the 

body
Relationship between 

body and identity



Is it genuinely possible/ realistic 
to  improve the current  UK 
consent ratio of 60%?



A synthesis of the available 
evidence surrounding the family 
approach and consent practice into 
a clinical guideline.

Clear guidance on the conduct and 
content of the consent process

Represents principles of good 
family care in any setting

Sensitive to family needs
Time and privacy
Information in an 

understandable format
Care and empathy



How best to incorporate the guidance into 
practice?

Not easy

Consent/ Authorisation Strategy Group

Target all relevant consultants and departments via CLODS

Individual packs Single Side Summary

Training what to who?

New metrics SNOD involvement (CQUIN driven?)



Emphasises the family approach 
as  a structured  process

3 key stages

Planned , bespoke process 
depending on family and 
circumstance

Separation of discussions 
regarding death and that 
regarding donation

Emphasises importance of 
presence of trained personnel







Involving the SNOD

A trained individual.........

...but what about....



Training

SN-OD Training 

Consultant Training
Variable at present
An enormous (?possible) task to involve all consultants
?Differing levels

1 hour E-learning v 1-2 day sessions of concentrated training

Current collaborative activities
National Strategy  needed

ICM/ED Trainees
Must incorporate consent training



Assessing and encouraging engagement

Obvious and currently collected metric is SNOD 
involvement in request

Specific audit  of other aspects

Potential for best practice incentive eg CQUIN  (East 
Midlands Precedent)

?Stick as well as carrot





Summary

We ve known for years that most potential donor loss is 
due to failure to gain consent.

A very large evidence base sends a strong signal that if 
certain key factors regarding the family approach are 
addressed , consent ratios can be improved.

NHSBT must ensure these measures are widely 
disseminated and taken up.


